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Congratulations on the purchase of your Syntace Chainguide System. You have made a 

good choice. Your SCS chainguide was designed and manufactured with highest care. 

However, it is necessary that you read all following recommendations as well as the 

newest updates of this manual on www.syntace.com.

Please be aware that all the components of your bicycle related to your safety have a 

“memory like an elephant,” they remember any damage (crashes, overloading, etc.) which 

can add up to a shorter lifespan of the component. We at Syntace have built in a proper 

amount of “Overload Safety” into all our components. Damaged components should 

under no circumstance be straightened or repaired, but instead immediately be replaced. 

Otherwise the component may fail and a crash with serious injury could result.

Proper use of components  
The SCS chainguide is designed to be used on Liteville frames in combination with XT / 

XTR (up until and including 2011) cranks. When using two chainrings and the Syntace 

Grinder on tripple cranks we recommend the 36 tooth Shimano chainring Y-1KG98050.

Take note, that not all crank models provide the required clearance between crank arm 

and SCS guide. Please understand that we are not able to check compatibility with all 

available cranks. 

Chainring compatability  
Capacity two rings:  22-36 tooth Shimano standard (min. 20 tooth / max. 38 tooth) 

Capacity three rings:  44 tooth Shimano standard (min. 20 tooth / max. 44 tooth)

 

Variations of the SCS chainguide   
There are severl variations of the SCS chainguide. 

SCS Type I:  2x. 901 Mk1-Mk2 

 3x. 901 Mk1-Mk2 

SCS Type II:  2x 301 Mk8->, 601 Mk1-> 

 3x 301 Mk8->, 601 Mk1->

Type I und Typ II kann easily be distinguished by the height of the mounting tab:  

 

 

 

 

 

08, 22

08, 72

         Typ I                                        Typ II  

The 2x and 3x guides only distinguish themselves in the glide segment. The glide seg-

ments can be exchanged between type I and type II. 

Note: From May 2011 onwards, there will be an updated version of the SCSII which can 

be distinguished by the laser notation „SCS II“ on the bottom. 

The SCS II is the evolution of the SCS I which can, amongst other details, be recognised 

by the reduced weight of just 74g. The glide segments of the SCS I and the newer SCS 

II cannot be exchanged. Please use the SCS I glide segments for SCS I guides and SCS II 

glide segments for the SCS II guides. 

SCS I / SCS II 

Assembly of the SCS chainguide    
•  Turn your bike upside down in order to be able to clean the two frame/guide interfaces 

and guarantee best fit of the SCS. 

•  Now use a 5mm hex key to remove the stop nut at the two mounting points on the 

swingarm.

•  Now place the SCS in position and attached the outer screw (on the side of the chain-

stay) with just a few turns. 

•  Now press the SCS into position such that you can screw in the second screw from 

below. You may need to loosen the two smaller connecting screws of the SCS guide in 

order to screw in the second screw. Then, only turn this screw in a few turns as well. 

•  If you have loosened the two smaller screws, re-tighten these now with the recommen-

ded torque. 

•  Now both attachment screws can be tightened with the recommended torque of max. 

10Nm starting with the outer screw and paying attention that the SCS sits in the 

recess in the side of the chainstay.

 

Tip: we recommend the Syntace Key 

for assembly, as thanks to the yellow 

outer sleeve, this key is ideal for 

hollow screws. With normal hex keys, 

the assembly can be a bit of a 

patience tester.

Checking crank rotation for collision   
Slowly and carefully turn the crank past the assembled SCS chainguide in order to check 

that they do not collide.

Adjusting the SCS chainguide  
No adjustment is necessary on the actual SCS chainguide. The chainguide can be used 

as soon as it is mounted to the bike. Note: The SCS chainguide deflects the chain away 

from the tyre slightly. This is to achieve a straight alignment of the chain when running 

towards the front chain rings and pedalling backwards. This is why a slight adjustment of 

the derailleur may be necessary.

Importand operational notes:

1. You will find the SCS chainguide 

accompanied by a pad for the 

derailleur. Push it into place over 

the derailleur cage cross member 

as pictured and press the adhesive 

surfaces together. This achieves 

highly reduces chain noise 

resulting from the chain touching 

the derailleur.
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2. For optimal chain noise reduction, the originally supplied chainstay protector (came 

with the Liteville frame) is a prerequisite. 

3. The golden chain maintenance rule for silky smooth drivetrains and longevity becomes 

mandatory when using a chain guide: a bike chain must be dry on the outside and 

lubricated on the inside, not vice versa. Otherwise the chain will collect dirt and sand 

grains like a fly catcher. This grinding paste not only intrudes the chain links but also 

significantly increases wear on cassette, chain rings and glide plate.

Maintenance, servicing and safety 
Correct maintenance and servicing guarantee a long life span and dependable operation 

of your Syntace components. Please follow these simple steps for servicing of your chain 

guide: Clean the SCS guide from time to time, but especially after a ride in muddy condi-

tions, with a clean rag and check that all bolts are still tight. The polymer glide plate (the 

part the chain runs on) of the SCS is a consumable and is not covered by the warranty.

Warranty
Instead of the legally required 2 year warranty, Syntace gives 10 years warranty from 

date of purchase on all material and manufacturing defects. 

Only condition: All components are to be installed and used as outlined in the owner’s 

manual. For more details see: www.syntace.com/warranty_handling

Please take note: relevant for your Syntace component is always the most recent owners 

manual corresponding to your product model found on www.syntace.com/support 

Your Syntace Team

 

Jo Klieber

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          Register your product online: www.syntace.com/warranty
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------


